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Local Markets Commentary
The Australian market commences today’s trade with China
confirming it will impose an 80% import tax on barley from
Australia, and Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) policy meeting
minutes due late morning, following a sharp overnight rally across
major international equities markets.
Regionally today, Japan’s final March industrial production
reading is expected 2.30pm AEST.
Locally, the RBA publishes the minutes of its 5 May policy
meeting 11.30am AEST.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics continues a weekly series of
Covid-19 – related employment updates, reporting on jobs and
wages for the week to 2 May, also at 11.30am.
Pre-trade, ANZ and Roy Morgan release their weekly consumer
sentiment reading.
In overnight commodities trade, oil continued to settle with
strong gains.
US gold futures (June) swung lower.
Iron ore (Nymex CFR China, 62% Fe) picked up the pace of its
current rally, approaching $US91.50/t.
LME copper and other key base metals rallied.
The $A fell to ~US64.25c after appreciating to US64.50c early
yesterday evening, but has traded at ~US65.25c this morning.

Today’s Stock Watch
Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC)
Consumer chief executive David Lindberg and CIO Craig Bright
are leaving WBC, after securing new overseas opportunities.
In addition, WBC consumer COO Les Vance has been appointed
financial crime, compliance and conduct executive.

James Hardie Industries (JHX)
6% higher, $US241.5M full year NPAT. 4% higher, $US2.61B net
sales. Dividends temporarily suspended, as previously flagged.
$US144.4M cash. $US1.52 NTA, against $US1.35.
A teleconference was scheduled for 9am AEST.

Technology One (TNE)
6% higher, $19.05M interim NPAT. 7% higher, $138.40M
revenue. 3.47c, 2.08c-franked interim dividend, against 3.15c,
2.36c-franked a year ago. $4.38 NTA, against $3.35.

Tabcorp Holdings (TAH)
TAH has secured leverage and interest cover covenants
waivers, in exchange for not paying a final FY20 dividend.
$820M available liquidity.

OFX Group (OFX)
19% higher, $20.33M full year NPAT. 6% higher, $38.34M
revenue. 2.35c final dividend, against 3.28c fully-franked a year
ago. 25.17c NTA, against 24.17c.

Baby Bunting (BBN)
13.2% 30 December – 17 May total sales growth. Year-to-date
total sales are up 10.3%, and comparable sales 3.4% higher.

Hansen Technologies (HSN)
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Overseas Markets Commentary
Major European and US equities markets headed sharply higher
from opening overnight, amid plenty of positive Covid-19
potential vaccine talk, and expectations of further central bank
assurances this week of additional support if needed, following
similar from the US Federal Reserve in a weekend media
interview.

Reverting to a regional management structure, which means
some management layers have been eliminated. Revising
expected FY 20 operating revenue to $298M - $300M. $75M $76M EBITDA is anticipated, excluding restructuring costs and
IFRS16 impacts.

NZME Ltd (NZM) / Nine Entertainment (NEC)
NZM has declined an interim injunction regarding the exclusive
negotiation period agreed with NEC and involving the Fairfax
Stuff business.

Michael Hill (MHJ)
CFO Andrew Lowe has been appointed acting CEO due to CEO
Daniel Bracken’s previously announced medical leave, which
will be longer than initially anticipated.

Adelaide Brighton (ABC)
Today’s AGM browser and mobile device links confirmed posttrade yesterday.
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In the meantime, Covid-19 containment restrictions were further
eased internationally, also outweighing some warnings from
international groups and economic indicators.
NASDAQ trade was constrained in part however, from US
administrative comments which threatened tech trade with
China’s Huawei, and from additional reports of potential curbs on
US companies operating within China.
Plenty of investor focus was on US biotech company Moderna
Therapeutics however, which reported positive early indications
from a phase one clinical trial of a potential Covid-19 vaccine.
Eight participants developed Covid-19 antibodies, and the primary
endpoint of this stage of trialling, determining if the potential
vaccine was generally safe, was achieved.
Earlier yesterday, Japan’s March quarter GDP confirmed a second
consecutive quarterly contraction, technically deeming the
nation’s economy in recession.
For its part, the World Health Organisation (WHO) warned of a
crisis in east Africa due to a combination of locust plagues, Covid19 and flooding, impacting ~40M people in some of the world’s
poorest nations.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) confirmed some of these
nations were reluctant to participate in debt relief programs due
to the damage this could do to their longer-term credit access.
In Germany, engineering industry group VDMA ventured June
quarter domestic exports could fall a minimum 10%. VDMA
estimated June quarter engineering exports from Germany had
fallen 6.6% year-on-year, to €41.9B.
In its monthly report, Germany’s central bank the Bundesbank
warned June quarter economic activity would prove much worse
than for the March quarter, including a likely 4.6% GDP drop for
April, but also predicted a pick up in the approach to the northern
Autumn.
Further, the bank noted early signs of recovery were already
evident.
Meanwhile, the leaders of France and Germany promoted a
proposal to issue €500B worth of grants to EU nations adversely
impacted the most by Covid-19.
Among scant overnight data releases, a US home builders’ housing
market index improved to 37 from 30.
Tonight in the US, Federal Reserve chair Jerome Powell meets
with a Senate banking committee (from midnight AEST). Treasury
secretary Steven Mnuchin also meets with the same committee.
In addition, April building permits and housing starts are due.
Elsewhere, the World Health Assembly (WHO AGM) will conclude
its two-day virtual meeting, after members essentially agreed
overnight to a review of the international response to the Covid19 pandemic.
UK employment figures are also keenly anticipated.
Companies scheduled to report earnings later today and tonight
include: Home Depot, Imperial Brands, Kohl’s, JC Penney, Urban
Outfitters and Walmart.
In overnight corporate news, Uber announced a further 3000 job
cuts after revealing the number of commissioned rides plunged
80% in the US and Canada in April.
Moderna foreshadowed a July commencement for a phase three
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Pre-Open Announcements
Macquarie Group (* MQG)
Macquarie Bank $500M notes offer underway.

Ellerston Asian Investments (EIA)
Presentation for this morning’s investor
teleconference lodged post-trade yesterday.

update

Connexion Telematics (CXZ)
MD and CEO Guy Perkins has resigned, effective 24 June.
Mr Perkins will be involved in choosing his successor.

Silver Heritage Group (SVH)
Voluntary administrators appointed.

Resources
Alkane Resources (* ALK)
Additional Boda drilling results lodged this morning, together
with a Molong project summary.

Trading Halts
Company

Code

Byron Energy
OreCorp Ltd
Tanga Resources
Aura Energy
Cann Global
European Lithium
Flamingo AI
G Medical Innovations Holdings
Race Oncology
Technology Metals Australia
Vango Mining
Volt Resources
Invex Therapeutics

BYE
ORR
TRL
AEE
CGB
EUR
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GMV
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IXC
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Advance NanoTek
Astivita Ltd
BPH Energy
Cellmid Ltd
Liquefied Natural Gas
Skin Elements
Superior Resources
Xped Ltd

ANO
AIR
BPH
CDY
LNG
SKN
SPQ
XPE

18 May
18 May
30 Apr
11 May
4 May
12 May
15 May
14 May
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trial of its potential Covid-19 vaccine.
China’s Baidu reported better-than-feared March quarter revenue
(-7% to 22.55B yuan) and higher-than-expected profit, while also
forecasting 25B yuan – 27.3B yuan June quarter revenue, which
appeared to please.
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Reports & Events
(selected)

When

Company

Report/Event

Today

ABC
EIA
JHX
KSL
OFX
TNE

AGM (10am AEST)
Investor update (10am AEST)
Full year, MarQ (9am AEST; o/night Mon US)
AGM (8am AEST)
Full year
Interim

Tomorrow

AAC
AWC
BLY
GEM

Full year
AGM (1pm AEST)
AGM
AGM

Thu

ALL
GXY
RSG

Interim
AGM (4pm AEST)
AGM (5pm AEST)

Fri

SHV
SYR

Interim (post-ASX; tele 9am Mon)
AGM (10am AEST)

Commodities Commentary
Oil – as with equities trade, recovery optimism produced further
rally-mode prices overnight.
In the meantime, US government agency the EIA predicted June
output major US shale producers would fall by a daily 197,000bbl
to 7.822MMbbl/d.
June WTI futures expire at the end of tonight’s trade.
July futures added 7.2% overnight, settling at $US31.65/bbl.
Gold – prices swung lower in early US trade as Covid-19 vaccine
optimism buoyed equities sentiment. In addition, investors
appeared to concentrate on the ‘not out of ammunition by a
long shot’ assurance from US Federal Reserve chair Jerome
Powell in a Sunday media interview.
Mr Powell’s testimony to a parliamentary committee tonight will
also attract plenty of attention.
US futures traded as high as $US1775.80/oz in early trade.
Base metals – overnight trade considerations were pushed and
pulled by data, easing of Covid-19 containment restrictions,
economic warnings and corporate updates, but as with equities,
the positives propelled ultimate sentiment.
Among the producers, Freeport-McMoRan revealed the
Grasberg, Indonesia copper-gold venture was effectively a
‘skeletal’ operation following a regional Covid-19 outbreak.
China Daye Non-Ferrous Metal Mining reported March quarter
refined copper production had tallied 10% below target.
Japan yesterday reported March quarter GDP had contracted by
3.4% year-on-year, less than forecast (~-5%), and onlookers were
quick to predict the March quarter reading will ultimately be
revised to an even greater shrinkage.
Nonetheless, yesterday’s reading firmly placed the nation into
technical recession, following a 7.3% drop for the December
quarter 2019.
For the three months, Japan’s GDP pulled back 0.9%, following a
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1.9% December quarter decline.
Japan’s March tertiary industry index, revealed later in the day,
was estimated 4.2% lower for the month, following a 0.7%
February fall.
China’s April house prices, also reported yesterday, rose 5.1%,
against forecasts of 4.8%, and after appreciating 5.3% in March.
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Disclaimer / Disclosure / General Advice Warning / Confidentiality Notice
This market opener and its contents always remain the property of State One
Stockbroking Ltd (“State One”) and as such cannot be reprinted, distributed, copied,
posted on the internet, in part or whole, without written prior approval from State One.
The contents of this document constitute General Advice and have been prepared
without taking account of your investment objectives, financial situation or needs.
Because of that you should, before taking any action to acquire or deal in, or follow a
recommendation (if any) in respect of any of the financial products or information
mentioned in this document, consult your own investment advisor to consider whether
that is appropriate having regard to your own objectives, financial situation and needs.
While State One believes information contained in this document is based on
information which is believed to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness are not
guaranteed, and no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given or implied and no
responsibility for any loss or damage arising in any way for any representation, act or
omission is accepted by State One or any officer, agent or employee of State One. If
applicable, you should obtain the Product Disclosure Statement relating to any relevant
financial product mentioned in this document (which contains full details of the terms
and conditions of the relevant financial product) and consider it before making any
decision about whether to acquire the financial product.
The directors and associated persons of State One may have a long or short interest in
the financial products discussed in this document and they may earn brokerage,
commissions, fees and advantages, pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with the
making of a recommendation or dealing by a client in such financial products.
Additionally, State One may earn fees due to having been appointed advisors to, or may
be undertaking or about to commence research relating to, any of the companies
mentioned herein.
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Need More Information?
Contact your State One Stockbroking advisor on 08 9288 3388 or 1300
651 898, or by email, advice@stateone.com.au
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